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Abstract: Let A be an m X n real matrix with singular values et 2 . ’ 2 en_, > em & 0. In cases where en = 0. the corresponding right 
singular vector v, is a natural choice to use for an approximate null vector of A. Using an elementary perturbation analysis. we show 
that K = a,/( e,,_ , - o,,) provides a quantitative measure of the intrinsic conditioning of the computation of on from A. 
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1. Introduction 
LetA bearealmxnmatrix,m~n-1,letu ,,..., u,andu,,. 
R”, respectively, and let A have the singular value decomposition 
A = UiU,UT + . . + u,u,u; 
where u, . ’ . 2 a, a 0, cf. [ 1,2]. We thus have 
Av,=u,u,, k= l,..., n, 
ATAv,=u&,, k= I,..., n. 
By using (3) we see that 
min{llAxlj,: x E R” and IIxl12 = l} = CT,, 
u, be orthonormal bases for [w” and 
with the minimum occuring when x is a normalized right singular vector of A corresponding to the singular 
value a,. 
When an = 0, u, is an approximate null vector of A which is optimal in the sense that this choice yields 
the minimum in (4). For this reason, the SVD is sometimes used as a tool for computing an approximate 
null vector for a given matrix A, especially in cases where this null vector gives rise to certain physically 
significant parameters 131. 
In this paper we analyze the way in which the approximate null vector u, is changed by small 
perturbations in A. In so doing we assume that a,_, > u,, in order to insure that u,, is uniquely determined 
(to within a scale factor). Within this context we will show that the condition number 
K=U,/(un-, -0,) (5) 
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provides a quantitative measure of the intrinsic (i.e. algorithm independent) local conditioning of this 
calculation of u, from A. 
2. A perturbation analysis 
Using an elementary perturbation analysis we develop the following first-order bound. 
Theorem 2.1. Let A, E be real m x n matrices with m > n - 1. For each c in some neighborhood off = 0 let the 
matrix A •t rE have the singular values 
U,(C)> ... >u,_,(r)>u,(+o 
and let U,(C) be the right singular vector corresponding to a,( c). Then 
[Iu,(c) -~,(0)11~ Q u”E”2c + O(r') as c +O+. 
n-l -en 
(Here 11 E II2 denotes the spectral norm of the matrix E.) 
Proof. Although (6) can be obtained within the more general context of [5,6], we shall present an alternative 
direct argument. We write 
u,(t)=u,+ ((Y,,u, + a.. +CXn,uJe+ ((Y,2u, + **. +czn2uJ’2+ ..a ) (7) 
u,(c) = a, + u,,c + a,,2 + . . . 
where u, > . . . z a,,_, > a, 2 0 are the singular values and u,, . . . , u,, the corresponding orthonormal right 
singular vectors of the unperturbed matrix A, cf. [4, Theorem 7.7.11. In analogy with (3) we write 
(A+cE)~(A+&)[v,+(~,,u,+ ... +‘Y,,,u,,)c+ . ..I= 
=(un+un*c+ ...)2[lJ~+(q,u,+ .*. +cX,,u,)c+ *.-I, 
and after using (3) to simplify the equation which results when we equate the coefficients of E on the two 
sides of this equation, we obtain the first-order identity 
(A~E+E~A)u,= -(u:-u;)oL,,u~- . ..-(UT_.-u,Z)~,_,.,U,_,+~U,,U,,,U,. 
Since u,, . . . , u,, are orthonormal, we immediately obtain the expressions 
u;( ATE + ETA)u, 
(Yk, = - 2 2 , k=l,..., n-l, 
uk - un 
which we may further simplify to 
a,u;Ev,, + U,,ll;EVk 
ctk, = - 
uk’ - u,’ 
, k= l,...,n- 1 
by using (2). Assuming (7) is normalized, i.e. 
Ila,,co, + - * - + a,_,,,q_, + (1 + Q,,z)u~ + O(c’)jlz = 1 + 2Ly,,c + 0(c2) = 1, 
we see that OL,, = 0. Our perturbation analysis thus leads to the expression 
u,u;Ev, + u,u;sEv, 
2 2 1 Ok + O( 2)(Ik - % 
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with 
(8) 
where for notational convenience we set 
,& = u;Ev,, &,=u~Evk, k= l,..., n- 1. 
We must now show that the precise but cumbersome relation (8) can be replaced by the simple bound (6). 
As a first step we use Bessel’s inequality to write 
n-1 n-1 
c P,‘, = c lk@~,)l* Q IIhJl: G IIEII:~ 
k=l k=l 
n-1 n-l 
kg,P,,?k = kg, I( ET”,)T%12 Q IIET~,Il: G IWII:. 
We then use (8)-(9) Cauchy’s inequality, and the bounds 
(9) 
‘k u 
2< 
n-l 
2 2 
*, k=l,..., n-l, 
(Jk -0, e,,-, -0, 
u 
A< 0” uk” - u,’ u,‘- , - 0,’ , k= l,...,n- 1 
~ IlEll:(~, +d’ + occj 
(a:-, -u:)* 
IIEII: 
= tun_, -un>* +0(c), 
thus obtaining (6). •! 
Note (1) When n 2 2 and the perturbation is chosen so that 
Ev,=O fork<n- 1, 
Ev,_, = II,,, Ev,,=u,-,, 
we verify that 
Pkn=fink=O fork<n- 1, 
K-I., = P,.,- I = 1 = lIEI 
and then use (8) to conclude that 
Ilo, -unl12 = uliE112r + O(c*) as e +O+. 
n-l --en 
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In this way we see that the bound (6) is sharp. 
(2) In the degenerate case where u, > . . . 2 a,_, > a,_,+, = . . . =a,,&0 for somep with 1 ~p<n, a 
slight extension of the above analysis (based on [4, Theorem 7.10.11) can be used to show that for a suitable 
choiceof v,,_P+,,...,v,, we have 
IIvk(c)-vx(0)l12~u"E'~u +O(c’) as e-+0+ 
n-p ” 
(10) 
for eachk=n-p+ l,...,n. 
(3) In some cases one is interested in the angle 9(c) 2 0 between v,,(c) and v,,(O). In view of (6) we have 
sin +(O = IIs --~,(0)ll2/ll~,(0)ll+ O(r2) 
~ IIEll2~ 
U - Un 
+O(c’) as e-,0+. 
n-l 
More generally, in the p-fold degenerate case of (10) the angle 9(r) between the subspaces spanned by 
v,(r),k=n-p+ l,..., n, and ok(O), k = n -p + 1,. . . , n, satisfies 
sin~(~)g~“E”2r+0(~2) as f+O+, 
%-, - 0, 
in conformity with the generalized sin 6 theorem of [6, p. 1021. 
3. The local condition number 
When we calculate u, from A (e.g. using the software in [l]) we must certainly expect to deal with 
perturbations of size ((EI(2~ in A where u is the unit roundoff of the computer we are using and where 
lIElIz = II42 = 01. 
In view of (6), we must then expect to encounter an error of approximate size KC in our approximate null 
vector u,,, with K being given by (5). If A actually has a null vector, i.e. a,, = 0. and if u, = + . . = a,_, > 0. 
then we obtain the smallest possible K = 1. In practice, we often encounter situations where u,, uz,. . . 
decrease fairly rapidly so that K B 1 and u,, is poorly determined. In such cases the size of K gives us a 
useful quantitative measure of the intrinsic local conditioning of the null vector calculation and helps us to 
assess the accuracy of a computed approximation to v,,. 
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